what’s new?

My Hot Lunchbox is thrilled to announce that we have updated our website to make it even easier to order lunches online! We have thoughtfully used your feedback over the past few years, to improve existing features while designing new ones that we think you will love!

WHAT’S NEW?
• Pay when it’s convenient for you. Add items to your cart for future dates, but pay daily, weekly, or monthly, rather than all at once. Pending orders will remain in your cart until you are ready to check out.

• One account, one calendar. All your students, regardless of school, can now be listed under the same account. Additionally, all their orders will be displayed on the same calendar. This way, you can quickly verify which child has an order for each day.

WHAT’S IMPROVED?
• Even more flexibility. Now, you can order up until 12:00 PM (noon) the day before each delivery. Additionally, you can order out for the entire semester.

• No Limitations. Order multiples of items such as entrees, sides, drinks, and desserts. There are no longer any quantity caps on our menu items.

PLEASE NOTE
• New Account. Due to updating the way accounts work, i.e. one account for all of your students, we are asking returning customers to create a new account. You will receive instructions from your student’s school once ordering has opened.

• Credits. Any existing account credits will be available after account creation.